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	NAME: Lanallan
	DESCRIPTION: The Lanallan, native to Lanalla II, are an extremely ancient race (68 million years) that were cursed with a planet devoid of raw metals needed to advance technologically. Being unable to depend on technology, they focused on the biological sciences. Their first breakthrough was mild telepathy & telekinesis but never succeeded in creating strong individuals. Bioengineering lead to the control of several sea creatures. These whale- sized fish could be controlled & modified to serve them. One species, the Kempla, served as transportation & refinements allowing them to be used for flight. Within a 1000 generations, they were designed to break atmosphere & for the first time, they were space-worthy. Their star system had only partial resources for them to exploit. They were careful not to waste these resources before they even try to experiment with them & were able to harden their ships to be more durable. The initial shock of aliens sent them into a frenzy. They are non-expansionist. They are governed by the Lanallan Syndicate.
	ERA:  2371 and beyond (Shackleton Expanse)
	Text Field 13:  Time solves all the mysteries that the universe has to offer.
	Text Field 7: Control +1, Insight +1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: The Lanallan are bipedal humanoids with white hair with streaks of black & very light blue eyes. Males are muscular while the females are more, seemingly, delicate. Being a long- lived race [1 millennia] they have a lot of time to accomplish their goals. They are masters of mixing biology with technology. They are immune to poisons & toxins.
	TALENTS: Lanallan, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Telepathy/Telekinesis [T6]
	TALENT TEXT 1: As/Betazoid talent. Some Lanallan are capable of a limited form of telekinesis. You are able to interact with objects or beings with your mind & are limited to your Insight score in kg weight limit.  
	TALENT NAME 2: Focused Innovation
	TALENT TEXT 2: Lanallan are very patient when focused. Whenever using Engineering, Science & Medical Disciplines with a Discipline of 5, you gain 1d20. During Extended tasks, if successful, you gain Penetration 1/Effect. Lower Difficulty by 4, min. 0, for Bioengineering-related tasks. 
	TALENT NAME 3: Additional Information 
	TALENT TEXT 3: Their ships employ Adaptive Armor. Their organic ships do regenerate, but it takes several weeks. Damaged vessels can die if they sustain massive damage. On a breach, roll 1CD, on an Effect, the vessel is in shock & takes 10 Stress damage. (Represents feedback & shock from the damage).
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